
Taste (The Five Senses Series) By Maria Rius

Arrived just as stated! 0812035666 As part of a set on the senses the illustrations and script come
close to actually tasting the real things! 0812035666 good for 5 senses 0812035666 Do you
remember your first realization of any of your five senses? Prolific children's author J. These five
colorful books awaken young minds to the wonders of the senses: the taste of oranges the aroma of
fresh baked bread and other sensations that give us delight in being alive. Parramon successfully
tackles these tough concepts in words that 3 5 year olds can comprehend. Educational yet fun to
read this clever series is clearly written and cheerfully illustrated in flowing colors throughout, Each
book includes a special scientific section to help parents answer their children's questions about the
senses: Taste (The Five Senses Series) I bought these books as a teaching tool for my five senses
unit: I have not used them yet but they are written in a way young students could understand:
0812035666 Our grand daughter wanted this book to complete the series she has had for years. My
aunt gave her the other four but this one was missing from the group, Luck find! 0812035666 I used
this series of books with a daycare class. The pictures are engaging and the text is a fun way to
introduce children to the senses: Each book contains further pictures and explanations about the
mechanics of the body i. the nose ears 0812035666 I'm a kindergarten teacher and this book is great
for teaching one of the five senses! 0812035666 Love this seriese. Must have for any preschool
teachers for the 5 senses theme. M. The kids loved them.e. I use all 5 with my preschoolers. Good
illustrations easy text. 0812035666
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